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In 1883 the Peabody Coal Company was nothing but a small retail yard; today it operates thirty-six mines with an annual production
of 18,000,000 tons, and is the only concern of its kind specializing in every phase of bituminous coal production and distribution

The Firm That Saved One
By Edward

Earle Purinton

AN

amazing fact recently came to light in a
Western city. A large corporation handling a
product that almost everybody needs has ma-

terially reduced the price within five years
during and after the war. And the profits of the company have grown, while the prices diminished!

Government reports indicate that dealers in other
general commodities have, during this same period,
raised their prices 100 to 200 per cent. How could any
business organization cut down prices an average of 15
per cent a year and succeed, while most concerns had to
increase prices an average of 30 per cent a year to keep

from being ruined by the war?
Questioned on this point, a man with inside knowledge replied: "The company that made more money by
asking less knows the science of economical production
and distribution. Last year a saving of $1,000,000 resulted from a single item coal."
The firm alluded to above is a client of the Peabody
Coal Company of Chicago. By handling the fuel problems of one of its clients so as to increase output, improve quality and lessen waste, the Peabody firm of
coal engineers, managers and producers effected probably the most stupendous gain ever known to a business
house in the practice of regular fuel economy.
The founder and chairman of the company is Francis S. Peabody, a national authority on the coal situation. He was director of coal production of the Council
of National Defense in the early part of the war, and
later was appointed assistant director of the Bureau of
Mines by Secretary Lane. He served also as chairman
of the board for regulating the storage of explosives, as
a member of the Chicago Council on U. S. Junior Naval
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Client $1,000,000 a Year

Reserve Training, and in other capacities needing both
expert knowledge and a patriotism that gets things
done. The Canadian Government requested him to make
a personal inspection of most of the mines and coal
fields of Canada, which he promptly did, offering suggestions for increased production.
Back in 1883 the Peabody Coal Company was nothing but a small retail yard. It looked as dingy, dirty,
ugly, bare and unpromising as the rest of its kind. But
you can never judge the future of a business by its
present location, size or appearance; the future is made
by the keen vision, close aim, set purpose, full knowledge and firm will of the man at the head and who can
measure the future of a man?
Today this company has a reputation from coast to
coast, operates thirty-six mines with annual production of 18,000,000 tons, has financed coal properties
worth over $35,000,000, and is the only concern of its
kind specializing in every phase of bituminous coal production and distribution. This company has no com;

petitors.

We asked an official of the company to explain the
absence of competition. He said, "It may be due to the
fact that such service as we render requires an immense
amount of capital, a highly trained and efficient organization, and a good many years of experience in the
work." The explanation is only partial. The broad
fundamental reason for success may be that the company has applied to its organization and operation the
telescope of principle
and the microscope of method.
Great results are thereby guaranteed. Every business
needs a telescope of principle and a microscope of
method. The function of the telescope is to reveal the
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They

ethical, social, psychological, industrial scope of organi-

zation; the function of the microscope

is to

mechanical, financial, technical, personal
operation. Let us for a minute focus the business telescope and microscope on the Peabody Coal Company.
The principle is that of centralized management
with a new application. It is used in commerce by the
department stores, was adopted in war by the Allies
under Marshal Foch, but has never been properly extended to the unifying and retailing of professional
service. A housekeeper can buy from a single store any
of thousands of different household articles; but when
a business man goes forth to buy the knowledge and
skill of experts, he may have to shop in a dozen States
and then be disappointed. The vain search for technical
authorities with brains properly filled but minds
properly open costs American business men millions of
dollars a year in time lost, energy lost, equipment lost,
reputation lost.
Another handicap to be overcome is the distance between the average professional counsellor and the
changing field of operations. He has no business of his
own. He merely has regulation advice to offer on other
men's problems. The method works in a trade or business not subject to rapid or violent changes but where
a national revolution, such as lately put the coal mines
to the bad, hits a line of trade, the expert has to be in
it or he ceases to be an expert. No outsider, whether
financier, engineer, purchasing agent, production or
sales manager could settle the troubles of a large coal
operator or consumer in a crisis like that following the
war. He would have to be first a large operator or consumer himself.
The Peabody Coal Company bases management service
on ownership experience. A producing concern delivering as much as 2,000,000 tons of coal a year to a single
customer, it is also a firm of consulting experts, having
as clients large railroads, factories, chemical companies,
banks, public utility corporations. Among the specialists on the staff are accountants, advisers, auditors, construction engineers, consulting, mechanical, mining,
electrical and chemical engineers; financiers, fuel engineers, managers, producers, purchasing agents and
sales agents. Note how these experts, by rendering a
variety of services, all different but all inter-related,
unite to form a complete system of management.
;

HAND PICKED COAL
consumer are studied and the coal best adapted
to them is furnished from the most suitable mine in the company's field, which extends over an area of six States
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operate
owned
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others
for
their
own account or for the joint account of the owners and
the Peabody Company. They operate mines owned by
large consumers of coal, supply them with the tonnage
needed, and dispose of the remainder of the output for
their account. They act as selling agents for owners of
coal properties and for bond houses and banks controlling such properties. They act as agents for the sale of
coal produced by companies whose output is too small to
warrant their maintaining selling offices. They act as
purchasing agents for consumers of coal.
They serve as consulting engineers, making recommendations for improvements or changes in operating
methods to secure increased output or more economical
operation. They advise on markets for present and
future mining output. They finance coal properties
which have had the approval of their engineering and
sales departments. They advise concerning quality of
coal best suited to the consumers' needs and equipment,
with recommendations to effect savings in power plant
and reduce or eliminate fuel difficulties.
They set up cost sheets and cost accounting books,
furnish cost statements, devise methods of auditing,
keep the daily books, and do all other necessary accounting for active mining properties. They design and
erect mine buildings and machinery, tipples, washers,
power plants, rescreening plants and other mining adjuncts or equipment. They purchase mine supplies and
machinery for other plants and customers. They invest
their own capital in opening and developing coal lands
owned by others and approved by themselves.
What are the advantages to users of a system like
this? Prices are lower; for example, the company buys
every year several million dollars' worth of mining
tools, machinery and supplies, with the benefit from
these wholesale purchases going to the clients of the
company. The difficulties of a business are more easily
and effectively removed; the problems of management
overlap in departments such as buying and accounting,
producing and distributing, advertising and selling;
where you have experts in all such departments consulting each other as well as you, the combined results are
bound to be more satisfactory, and less costly: A regular supply of coal is guaranteed, with health of employees conserved, lay-offs and shut-downs reduced to
a minimum. The consumer is not limited to any grade,
locality or variety of coal; his needs are studied and
the coal best adapted to them is [Continued on page 455
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The Finn That Saved One
Client $1,000,000 a Year
(Continued from page
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furnished from the most suitable mine
of the company's field, extending over
an area of six States. News of late deTelopmentS, economics and improvements is supplied to the customer in
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"When a coal shortage occurs, people
naturally think the mines are running
out.
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America can supply 40 per cent more
coal than the possible demand of this
country. Five classes of people are involved; the operator, the miner, the
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developed in the coal fields. The only
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a strong pull and a pull altogether, in the direction of more production and less waste. The five individuals concerned have each a number
of things to do in the case.
pull,
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"The operator should first make
sure that his mine will pay for working at all, and become a satisfactory,
permanent investment. High cost mines
are of three sorts: Those with poor
quality or deficient quantity of coal,
those with bad location relative to the
market, and those economically good
but handicapped by inefficient management. The first two classes are hopeless; the third class may often be rendered highly productive thru a change
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since the war. He should
United States secret service
have caught prominent agitators

the strikes
reflect that

men

with large sums of German money
paid them for agitation; it is probable

A

fa-

more every day they worked. This was

for recreation, prompt and
medical attention wherever
skillful
needed from accident or illness. One
reason why so many coal miners demand such high pay is that money is
about all they get from their employers. Industrial conditions and relations
are inferior to those of the modern

about twice the average full-time salary of professional men like preachers
and ministers, who have spent long
years and large sums of money in preparation for their life work. Is it fair?
Should the miner, any more than the
producer, take selfish advantage from
the fact that people must have coal?
Less rule of gold and more Golden
Rule is needed thruout all industry.
"The dealer also has a vital part to
play. He should always handle coal
prepared by modern methods to insure
quality, purity, fair price and prompt
delivery; not only will he keep his
trade thus, but. he will help create demand for the coal guaranteed best by
nature and process, to the discouragement of incompetent producers who are
marketing inferior grades. He must
select coal for his customers not only
by size but also by sources and the mineral content. Certain mines from certain localities produce desirable coal
for steam use, others for domestic use,

cilities

Now, Hear Clearly'
You Too, Can Hear!

function is to serve as human bombs
and destroy everything in sight, have
been planted in American mines, factories, railroads and shops, and have
been chiefly responsible for most of

that the fellow who talks loudest
against the operator is laughing up
his sleeve at the stupidity of the miner
in listening to such talk, and will laugh
louder if he succeeds in shutting down
the mines and making the operator and
the miner both lose money.
"The miner should be fair to the
of management, or improvement of
mining methods, or installation of operator, as he expects the operator to
modern machinery, or location of a bet- be fair to him. Numbers of coal proter market. There are too many oper- ducers have testified before investiating mines in existence. The poor ones gating committees that last year they
are a drag on the country.
ran their mines at a loss in conform"The operator should know that he ing to the Government program of
has minimum costs and maximum pro- wages and prices. In the period since
duction, as compared with the records the war the comparative earnings of
of other mines and the possibilities of miners have been greater than those of
his own. These facts and figures may operators. The miner should be conbe had only from personal investiga- tent with an honest wage. He should
tion by engineers of broad training not be willing to be a profiteer, and
and experience. The fact that prelim- thus force his employer to be one also,
inary consultation is usually, and al- or fail to earn a living.
late report
ways should be, given free puts the from the Southern Operators' Associaresponsibility squarely up to every tion compiling" figures on ten Illinois
owner and operator. A typical example mines shows that the average daily
of
waste occurs in leaving large earning of the machine operator was
amounts of coal in the mines, in the $9.53, while the pick miner made $8.51,
form of roofing and pillars to support and even the loader received $8.08 per
the roof. After the mine has been day. There were 207 working days in
worked out or abandoned for a time, the year, so the worker who ran the
machine earned $1,972.71, the man
it is impossible to recover such coal.
Probable dangers of liability and loss who wielded the pick earned $1,761.57,
should be recognized and prevented in and each had 158 idle days in the year!
advance of opening every mine.
About two-thirds of the loaders, dig"The operator should see that his gers and machine men received $8 or

workmen have comfortable homes,

"I
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factory. When you treat men like
beasts you may expect them to grab
and snarl in the manner of beasts. The
problem of the floater is also concerned
here; every man must be made to feel
at home in the place where he works.
coal miner is a human being. His
employer dare not overlook the fact.
"The operator should improve conditions for himself by joining regional
and national movements and associations of other operators. The geographical position of the coal producer and the nature of his work tends
to keep him out of touch with the trade
concerted action
leaders, by whose
alone can business organization and
Government cooperation be made ef-

A

fective.

"The miner has

unbut equally

responsibilities

like those of the operator,

important. He should do some thinking before he talks or acts in a way
to cause a strike or other stoppage of
industry.
He must remember that
thousands of German spies, Bolshevists

and

I.

W. W.

anarchists,

whose

others for the blacksmith, others for
the gas or coke manufacturer, others
for the metallurgical chemist. A Pure
Coal Law is needed for industries as
much as a Pure Food Law was needed
for the individual. The retailer is the
only man at present in a position to
serve as investigator and inspector of
the method and output of the operator.
"The Government officials, of one kind
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or another, should make several moves
to
to relieve the situation. The best way
conserve the coal supply is to pass laws
correcting the wasteful methods of
mining; natural resources belong under the jurisdiction of the country posg them, and
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regula-

scientific

abuses, in the opinion of
operators, are the chronic short-

"Other

many

.rs and indefinite hold-up of
shipments, the diverting or side-tracks,

and the confiscation of coal

Railroad Administration. As
SO per cent of the shipments
..in company, the officials declared, recently went to the wrong conoid as low as 25 per cent of
the normal car supply further demorbe
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of Public Accountants

alized the business.

"How

can

a

man

safely

produce

when the time, destination,
amount and cost of delivery are un::n? The Government could, and
we believe should, empower. a commisa

sion of representative character to do
industry
for the whole bituminous
what the Roosevelt commission did in
'2 for the anthracite.
"Before taking up the final point,
that of the consumer's share in the solution of the nation's coal problems,
we would state the chief problem fully.

regular operating time would
lower cost and price, raise output, insure delivery and hasten satisfaction
to everybody. The average operating
time of all mines in the United States
before the war was less than 200 days.
For various technical reasons mines
cannot be closed a third of the time
expenses that raise
without large
prices, or clanger of losing the property altogether. Most people buy coal for
the year in the fall or winter, and
cease to buy in the spring and summer.
This unequal demand creates shortage
in cold weather and stoppage in warm.
Coal mines are generally in a mountainous region where space for storage
is not to be had, so the product can be
dug only as fast as shipped, and
shipped only when ordered.
"The railroads haven't enough cars

More

move the tremendous quantities of
coal now bought from September to
March. The operators cannot pay overhead and wages to keep the mines

to

workable yet not working 100 days in
the year, without putting up the price
in winter. The miners are discontented
with so many idle unproductive days,
and wouldn't be human if they didn't

make

trouble, or leave and disorganize
the work. And the consumers, gettingtoo little coal or paying too much for it,
really cause the chief trouble themselves

of

dollars in advertising to all consumers the patriotic and selfish wisdom
of buying coal early. Some responded,
more did not. I would make this my

point in my
readers at large.
"1.
i

It

list

of suggestions to

The consumer should buy half

his coal for the year in April,

May

or

"Auditing: Theory and
Practice"
is the standard modern guide

of Business

40 Different Lines

stores to banks and public
Its eminent commonutilities are covered.
sense is of great actual work-a-day value to
the professional, while it is positive- accounting
"nourishment" for the student. It is a veritable "tool-chest" of accountancy.

from department

to

the solution of auditing problems in
general, and at the same time a volume of intense reading interest.

The Whole

Subject in a
"Nutshell"

This Well-Known Book
found in practically every big
accounting firm, in the offices of great
corporations, on the desks of treasurers wherever important accounts are
Every competent accountant
kept.
and auditor is supposed to be thoroughly familiar with it.
will be

Shows
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How

to

Make

Audits
This all-inclusive guide goes directly to the heart of the essential features of an audit. It gives in specific,
understandable, interesting chapters,
the kind of direction you could otherwise gain only through years of trying experience and some of it perhaps
never in that way. It lays down the
foundation principles, shows how to
begin work, gives fully and explicitly
the procedure for making both balance sheet and detailed audits, conducting investigations, handling depreciation, preparing certificates and
reports.

To any man who is considering the study of
accountancy, it gives at little cost an organized
mastery of the subject from beginning to end.
Accountants and auditors in

all lines of business in every state join in enthusiastic praise
"Just what I've
of Mr. Montgomery's work.
No accountant should be
been looking for.
without it," writes A. R. Cochran, Spence
Baggs Store Co., Ohio. "Wouldn't part with
my copy for many times its cost."— D. S. Fills,
"Couldn't be more
P. A., North Carolina.
"Have just
complete." P. L. Louks, Detroit.
taken five copies." Charles Neville & Co.,
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book an institution." H. K.
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THERE

have always been

many

incentives to travel
abroad
rest, recreation, desire for familiarity with the
enjoyment of the historic
spots, the architectural monuments, the art treasures of the
Old World. This year there is
added to all these existing appeals, a new force that draws
one's eyes and heart to the
rising sun. It is the desire to

—

:

pay homage to those who have
fallen, and see with one's own
'

and prices, and who sells coal from a
mine with resources, construction and

eyes the scenes of the world's
greatest war.

Our

management such as to guarantee
manency of fuel supply.

the most valuable
practical experience in connection with the special conditions existing to-day and is
completely prepared to give
the smooth-working, helpful,

comfortable service for which
the name of Thos. Cook & Son

to

itiner-

aries include France, Belgium,

Holland,

Italy,

Switzerland,

Great Britain,

?M:

etc.

THOS. COOK &SORNewYork
Boston

Philadelphia

Los Angeles

Become

San Francisco
Chicagq
Toronto
Montreal

Cruises
RICA
on

Vacation
COSTA
a CUBA, PANAMA,
Delightful

Summer

Spring and

request,
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Day
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Sailings.

American Travel Club, Box

S 426,

Wilmington, Del.
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Tells of the rrn>nt opoortntilties for tooth men
and women in t is attractive profession, and
how you can learn by mail in Fparo time.
Send for copy at once. No obligations.

\\a E.G.Alcorn, American School ot Banking
„-j_ii. 4S M,.T,ene Isldg
rnliimbus. O'.in
.

Sherwin Cody, the well-known teacher of practical English, has perfected a
new patented invention which, in 15
minutes of your daily spare time, will
quicUly give you unusual command of
Selflanguage. Students of this "100

Inventions Wanted.
St.

Method" secure more im-

provement in five weeks than had previously been obtained by other pupils in
two years.
15 minutes earh day of
spare time can now, tlru
Sherwin Cody, make you speak or write clearly, forcefully, correctly, and convincingly.

YOUR

"100%

Cash or Royalty

Fisher Mfg. Co. Dept„

128

Louis, Mo.

^ e a33 '" preparing material for
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•5" li iHl lll » J • epecial articles, papers, speeches, de*
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AUTHORS KESEARCH

bates. Expert, scholarly service.
BUREAU, Suite 42, 500 Fifth Avenue,

New

York.

Self-Correcting Course"

r
efficient
in business is only 61
the vital points of English grammar. That is because the methods of teaching English in school left
the
the student only a hazy idea of the subject
But Sherwin
"rules" did not stick in your mind.
Cody's new invention upsets all old standards of
teaching English.
And it overcomes the only weal
point in instruction-by-mail.
It actually takes the
It assigns you
place of an instructor at your elbow.
Spelling,
Punctuation,
lessons
in
Letter Writing,
Reading
and Conversation, corrects them
Grammar,
for you,
It even
and anticipates your questions.
guides your paper and assigns you your class percentage till you reach the 100% mark.

The average person

'n

in

—

Interesting Free Booklet

M

Ulm

SHERWIN CODY SCHOOL OF ENGLISH
News

Building, Rochester.

we would

consult Federal- authorities
fully. To cooperate
with such agencies for the benefit of
the public is a fixed purpose of this
if

more frequently and

company."

May we add a word? To aid economy
and production, we ask our readers to
observe two requests. First, every one
who in his or her home or place of work
gets heat, light or power from coal, put
on your calendar memorandum for
next April, May or June: "Buy next
year's coal now." Second, everybody,
whether in this class or not, think of
one acquaintance who is a large or
even a small consumer of coal, hand
this article to him, and mark tbe sentence above. Little things; but fraught
with great results if each of our several hundred thousand readers will
only do them. Will you?

Don't Wear
a Truss
Brooks' Appliance, the
modern scientific invention.the
wonderful

new discovery

that

—

be sent
No obnoxious springs

relieves rupture, will

on

trial.

or pads.

MR.

C. E.

BROOKS

Mother Shame on you, Dorothy! The
idea of letting a boy whom you've known
only a week, kiss you
Why, when I was
your age a girl was considered vulgar who
would lot a boy even hold hor hand until
he'd known her several months.
Daughter (innocently) And didn't you
say once, mother, that it used to take you
two weeks to go from New York to Chi!

Mr. C!ody Viae written an interesting booklet explaining about hi" new
course In detail. If you feel your lack of Language Power. If vou are
ever embarrassed bv mistakes in gramma'', spelling or punctuation, if you
cannot oommand the exact, correct wordH to express your idraR. this bookhow Sherwin
•rill be a r-velatlon to youSend for it now.
Cody's new invention makes command of ianguoge casv to gain in 15
minutes of your daily spare time.
Mail a letter or po6tcar«l for tbis
booklet, at once.

Dept. 193.

Adam

for Ideas.

%

Correcting

heating devices on the market said
promote economy by conserving
waste heat. About 40 per cent of the
national coal supply is lest thru defective combustion, circulation, ventilation or equipment. Most of this waste
can be prevented.
"5. The consumer should obtain free
literature on the entire subject from
the great fuel experts, now to be had
from the U. S. Fuel Administration,
and the Bureau of Mines, also from
The National Coal Association, headquarters, Washington, D. C. Our Government supplies the most and best literature on practical, scientific themes
of any in the world; many of our personal problems would be solved for us

all

stands.
:

M

Y.

per-

"3. The consumer should freely consult the dealer on all problems relating
to coal. If the dealer cannot or will not
offer a solution directly or by introduction to authorities who can, it is time
to seek another dealer better informed
and intentioned.
"4. The consumer should investigate

large organization has

acquired

Send for schedules

1920

June. He will save about 10 cents to 50
cents a ton, as the price goes up, starting with June, approximately 10 cents
per ton per month. He can store the
year's supply with safety: the danger
of fire in the few varieties of coal that
ignite
thru spontaneous combustion
has been overcome by storage in water
pits.
Coal
specially constructed
in
should be stored always at the point
of consumption, never at the point of
production. Many grades will stand in
the open for years with but slight, if
any, deterioration.
"2. The consumer should buy from
a dealer who fully describes the superiority of his method and product of
mining so as to be conv ncing, who
invites comparison with other products
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Europe,
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Brooks' Rupture Appliance
Has automatic Air Cushions. Binds and
draws the broken parts together as you would
a broken limb. No salves. No lies. Durable,
cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Protected by
U. S. patents. Catalog and measure blanks
mailed free. Send name and address today.
Brooks Appliance Co., 490- G State St, Marshall, Mich.
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Yale Record.

